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Open access models of publication: a strategy for 
improving 3R information retrieval?  
1. Publication business models and the SNSF  
 
2. 3R information accessibility current situation 
 
3. Possible strategies for improving 3R accessibility 
How many publication business models do you 
know? 
A. 1 or 2 
 
B. 3 or 4 
 
C. 5 or 6 
 
D. More 
Images Money, http://www.flickr.com/photos/59937401@N07/5929473721 
1. CLASSICAL ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC ARTICLES  «PAY-PER-VIEW» 
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Example: Animal Welfare Journal (by UFAW) 
 
2. GREEN OPEN ACCESS MODEL «POST-REFEREE SELF-ARCHIVING»  
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Post-referee repository after embargo period 
Example: Nature Methods 
3. GREEN OPEN ACCESS MODEL «PUBLISHER SELF-ARCHIVING»  
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Example: JOVE Journal of Visualized Experiments  
Publishers version  repository  after embargo period 
Post-refereee repository after embargo period 
Information flow 
SNSF GREEN OPEN ACCESS MODEL «self-archiving» 
•
•
 
4. GOLD OPEN ACCESS MODEL «AUTHOR PAYS»  
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Publication charges 
Exemple: ALTEX Alternativen zu Tierexperimenten 
Open access of latest issues and backfiles publishers version 
Post-referee repository after 12 months period 
SNSF GOLD OPEN ACCESS MODEL «author pays» 
•
•
5. Hybrid model «AUTHOR PAYS» and «PAY PER VIEW» 
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Publication charges 
Example: Laboratory Animals  
Author pays: publishers version 
Post-refereee repository              after 12 months period 
Latest issues and backfile access based on authe ticatio  
SNSF HYBRID open-access «author pays» and «pay per view» 
•
•
  
What tools do you most use to find animal experimentation 
and replacement information for your research ? 
A. Search engines and bibliographic articles databases 
Google scholar, WOS, Scopus, Embase, Pubmed, Go3R 
 
B. Book series search tools 
Current Protocols, Springer protocols, RERO, IDS, NEBIS 
 
C. Peer-reviewed  methods journals websites 
Nature methods, Nature protocols, Jove 
 
D. Governmental organizations 3R websites  
ECVAM, ICCVAM, NC3Rs, Zebet  
Garrett Wade http://www.flickr.com/photos/garrettwade/5669979399 
Case 1 
3Rs journals indexed my major databases: none full fill SNSF rules! 
Journal WoS Scopus Pubmed Embase  E-Access E-self archiving 
Post-referee 
version 
Publisher 
version 
Animal Welfare Journal 
(Kluwer) 
   Hybrid  
no embargo 
 
 (with a fee) 
ALTEX Alternativen zu 
Tierexperimenten (Springer) 
    Gold  
12 months embargo  
 
ATLA Alternatives to 
Laboratory Animals (FRAME) 
   Pay per view  
except preceding 2 
years period 
 ? 
  
ILAR Institut of Laboratory 
Animal Resources (Oxford 
Univerity Press) 
    Pay per view   
24 months embargo  
 
JAAWS Journal of Applied 
Animal Welfare Science (Taylor 
& Francis) 
   Hybrid  
12 months embargo  
 
JAS Journal of Animal Science 
(American Society of Animal 
Science) 
   Pay per view   
12 months embargo  
? 
Lab Animal (Nature Publishing 
Group) 
   Hybrid  
6 months embargo  
 
Laboratory Animals (SAGE 
publications) 
    Hybrid 
 
 
12 months  embargo  
 
Toxicology in vitro (Elsevier)  
 
 
 
 
 
Hybrid  
12 to 48 months 
embargo  
 
Case 2 
Methods journals for 3R articles indexed my major databases: none full fill SNSF rules! 
NB: Google scholar indexation of these journals and collection is unknown 
Journal WoS Scopus Pubmed Embase  E-Access E-self archiving 
Post-referee 
version 
Publisher 
version 
Nature methods (Nature 
Publishing Group) 
    Hybrid  
6 months embargo 
 
Nature protocols (Nature 
Publishing Group) 
    Hybrid  
6 months embargo 
 
JOVE Journal of visualized 
experiments 
 Pay per view  
except preceding 2 
years period? 
 
 
2 years embargo, period 
may be reduced, if 
required by funding 
agency? 
 
Publisher will deposit 
in PMC after 2 years? 
 
Case 3 
ARRIVE and GSPC compliances are not mentioned on pdf articles, neither on journal 
websites 
 
  
• 324 journals  support the ARRIVE check list, and some journals decided to 
remove formal limits on the length of the Material and Methods section  
 
 
• Researchers do not find ARRIVE or GSPC compliance on journal websites 
during journals selection process 
• Researchers do not know where to deposit animal reporting following ARRIVE 
and GSPC guidelines if length of Material and Methods is limited 
• Readers do not know if animal reporting followed ARRIVE or GSPC guidelines 
Researchers could improve 3R accessibility… 
… but it is believed that Swiss institutions should start projects to 
improve 3R information accessibility!  
 
 
